
FRIO COUNTY 4-H CLAYBUSTERS RANGE RULES 
 

1. Always treat every firearm as if it were loaded. 
2. Gun must be pointed in a safe direction at all times, and with 

the muzzle pointed down range any time the action is closed. 
3. Know your target and what is beyond it before you shoot. 
4. No guns shall be loaded until the shooter is on the shooting 

station. Loading is putting any part of a loaded shell in any 
part of the gun. The gun shall be unloaded before leaving the 
station or changing stations. 

5. Never load more than 2 shells at a time. On Skeet Station 8, 
only 1 shell may be loaded, unless shooting a Straight or full 
International Skeet round. 

6. When not on station, all guns will remain open and 
empty. Pumps and automatics with their bolt open. Fixed 
breech guns will be broken open. 

7. ONLY shooters, pullers, instructors, and referees are 
allowed on the field. 

8. Anyone on the range, whether shooter, observer, or 
instructor, may call for a “CEASE FIRE” if they observe an 
unsafe act or condition. 

9. No Drugs or Alcohol are allowed on the firing ranges. No 
person will be permitted to shoot on any range if impaired 
by drugs or alcohol. 

10. Eye and Ear Protection must be worn on the range, whether 
shooting or not. 

11. Guns should be in gun racks or your vehicle when not in use. 
12. Watch for range personnel entering or leaving the trap 

houses. 
13. Shooters wishing to pick up their hulls may do so after the 

round is complete. 
14. Do not walk in front of the low skeet house window. 
15. MAXIMUM Load & Shot Size is 12ga, 1-1/8 oz., #7-1/2 shot. 
16. Bunkers and trap houses are not targets or target stands! 
17. Any firing at cans, bottles, wildlife or any other improper 

target is prohibited. 
18. Remove all trash & empty boxes from the range and place in 

trash containers.  


